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As we prepare for colder temperatures and the approaching winter months, we will 
explore how bears and other animals hibernate.  The children will enjoy many 
winter hibernation activities. Our sequencing story sticks that follow along with the 
“Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?” story by Bill Martin Jr., will 
promote teamwork and taking turns, as the children work together in pairs.  
Nighttime scenes will come to life, as the children create a comfy woodland bear 
den.  We will build our own bear den snack, including sleeping bears!  Fine motor 
skills will be put to the test with our button tree forest in the sensory table.  
 
While we prepare for the wonderful family holiday of Thanksgiving coming up 
this month, we will talk a lot about what we are thankful for and how we can help 
others.  Look for our special thankful tree; our thankful leaves will continue to be 
added throughout the month. 
 

“Stone Soup” is a favorite week in the Purple Room!  We will focus on the “Stone 
Soup” story, which emphasizes the importance of sharing and caring.  There will be 
fun, interactive ways that we will sequence the story, putting vegetables in a big pot 
at circle time.  On Tuesday, November 14th, the children will be bustling chefs, as 
they chop, pour and stir ingredients into our very own soup!  The soup will be 
donated to a local shelter.  Please watch for your soup ticket that will indicate the 
item your child has chosen to donate.  We ask that all ingredients be in by Monday, 
November 13th.  Another hands on activity will be baking our own delicious bread! 
The children will measure and mix their own bread batter and we will pop them in 
the oven.  We will taste our yummy soup and bread, along with homemade butter, 
sure to be a comfort food treat for all. 
 
Observations will be made throughout the month, as we encourage funny-faced 
sweet potatoes to sprout on our windowsill.  We will talk about what they need to 



grow and learn that the sprouts are called slips, and they can be planted in a garden 
to grow more potatoes. 
 
The busy couple of days Thanksgiving week will be filled with fun activities such 
as pumpkin goop, feather patterns, and an adorable turkey project.  When we 
return, we will spend more time talking about friendship, ways to show someone 
you care, kindness, sharing and helping others.  The children have been very 
responsive to our cotton ball versus sandpaper word choices and voice tones.  
Cotton ball words feel so soft and make us feel good, while sandpaper feels rough 
and can hurt. Watch for our helping chain, friendship quilt and friendship tree! 
 
Our month will be chock full of opportunities to work on counting, one to one 
correspondence, sequencing, patterns, strengthening fine motor skills, pre-math 
and science skills.  It is nice to see all of the interest at the free art table, creating, 
cutting, gluing, name and letter writing.  Please be mindful of how your child is 
holding the writing utensil and that they begin their name with a capital letter, 
continuing with lower case. 
 
We have enjoyed having a few special readers come into our class recently!  We 
encourage you to check with us on a convenient time when you may want to visit 
with a book to share. 
 
Purple Room conferences will be held the week of November 13th.  We look 
forward to spending time with each of you. 
 
As always, feel free to be in touch with any updates or concerns. We wish you and 
your families, a wonderful Thanksgiving~ 
 
Meredith and Ann 
 
Dates to remember: 
11/3 Yoga                                                             11/22 NO SCHOOL VP offered 
11/6 Pastor Allison Story                                     11/23 NO SCHOOL Thanksgiving  
11/7 NO SCHOOL-Staff Development               11/24 NO SCHOOL VP offered 
11/8 Nappy’s Puppets                                          11/27  Music 
11/13 Week of Conferences                                11/28 Purple Room Class Photos 
11/15 Mad Science 
 
 
 



 


